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bases [DDB16, LG14]. Basic [Fri17].
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BBC [KT17b]. be [AT14, BCK17, LdN17, OR15]. beam [BM14a].
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embedded [Du14a, MGKA16, OMTSLC15]. embedding [ALCD14].
embeddings [KDS+17]. embodiment [Lue15]. Emerald [Col17b].
emerging [RRHL17]. Emme [Sav18]. emotions [Lop14].
Empirical [CBH16, LCP15, AFL+14, BH17b, BH17a, CGGS17, GLR16, LL17, LP16, LM15b, PHZF16, PB16, QSH14, PMSA14]. empirically [CCP15].
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employees [DAT+14]. Empowering [ELB17]. EMR [Bur17].
engaged [PKB+16]. encourage [NLP16]. end [CBAL15, KMD16]. engage [GBS15].
engagement [ALC+14, LCLBY17, NT17a, O’B17, RC16, VOB15].
Engaging [EH15, HS17, WXLBO15]. engine [AKC+18, UH17]. engines [Fre15].
enhanced [Don16, DLA14]. Enhancing [LBA16]. enriched [LZSW17]. enriching [KBC17].
Ensemble [SKL17, WLC16]. enterprise [CBM17, WTT+14].
environment [BM14d, Gre16, PSB16, TTH16]. environments [LK14, LML18, MBW+14, Wei14a]. episodes [WLC+14].
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Interdisciplinarity [LG14, HL16, LdMAGB15, Mad16, ZRG16].

interdisciplinary [Eng17b, GVB17, MD16, RD16, Gui17]. interest [ASTU16, ALC+14, SS14c]. interesting [vdSvdBG+14]. interface [Li14b, NH15, STS15, SK14b, ZBK14]. Interfaces [GLR16]. interhuman [LI14a]. intermediary [BR16]. International [LPW14, MWD17, CH16, CYP15, OMTS15, PS14b, RD16, ST16b, TLA+16]. internationalization [LPW14]. Internet [Dow15, Wei14b, BM14d, HRB14, Lin14a, LXW18, NT17a, ST16a, WMS+15, WB15]. interoperability [VT16]. interpersonal [TKB+17, ZH17]. interplay [JT17, Min16]. interpretation [BdMA14, LB15]. interprofessional [WCTS15]. Interrater [Bor15a]. Intimate [Wes15]. Intrainstitutional [WLW+17]. Intrigue [Lev15]. Introduction [Cox14, Col17a]. Intuitive [MD16]. invariant [BAGL16]. inventors [YL17a]. inverse [BS17]. Investigating [MPT15, STS14, Smi17b, GARA+16]. Investigation [SRM+17, AT14, LID+15, TS16, Vau16]. Investment [YR16, dSMdAGQ15]. involvement [EWX+16, POK15, XJBK17]. Iorio [Ior14]. IR [FSK+16]. Iris [Abb17]. IS&R [Hjø15b]. ISBN [Abb17, Aji17, BI17, Beal17, Bud17, Col17a, Col17b, Fri17, Gui17, Hai16, Hjø17a, How17, Jon17, Ols16, Rhe17, Rou17, Sav18, Sec17, Whi17, Zim17, vR17a]. iSchools [CK17, ZZE17]. ISI [MRKT15]. ISI-indexed [MRKT15]. ISP [BCAL15, CBAL15]. Israel [ZGB16]. Israeli [BM14d]. Issue [Ano16y, Ano16n, Ano16o, Ano16p, Ano16q, Ano16r, Ano16s, Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16v, Ano16w, Ano16x, Ano17a, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano17i, Ano17j, Ano17k, Ano17l, Ano17m, Ano17n, Ano17o, Ano17p, Ano17q, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano17x, Ano17y, Ano17z, BSZ17, GARA+16, H17]. issues [HH14, May16]. Italian [Riv15]. Italy [AD15]. item [BSZ17, GARA+16]. iterative [PB15].


Lanham [Aji17, Bea17]. Large [WHYJ17, Ano17m, BC16, Bur14, FN17a, GARA+16, KTS+15, KD16, GBM14]. Large-scale [WHYJ17, Ano17m, BC16, FN17a, KD16, GMB14]. latent [SLLL17, WLC16].

Law [SR14, Wei14b, BS17, HHC+14, RPK16, Smo16]. LDA [LX17]. lead [HDZ+15]. lead-lag [HDZ+15]. leadership [LCB+18, TPZ15]. leading [LPW14, PS14b]. learn [BCK17, VZR15]. Learned [TCP15, ZS16].

learners [Kim15]. Learning [BSZ+14, BH15, Sii17, SYG17, TG17, BDA17, CML16, CML+15, IBl6, KF16, KDS+17, MGKA16, O’B17, QSH14, SGr14, ST16c, WH15, XLL16, YH16, ZvSvB14, Kim15].

Leonardi [Lan15]. Lessons [TCP15, ZS16]. Letter [Bor14c, Bor14d, Bor14b, Bor16b, Bur17, CB14, Mah17, MB14, Mir14, Pra14d, Rou15, Te16, TSRI16, VCG17, VR17b, ZM14]. Letters [Bor15b, Bor15c, BBH15, FN17b, Hjol17b, LWB16, MMALCOM15, Pra15a, Pra15b, RR15, TD15, dc16, vdB16]. level
[Bor16a, CHT+15, CHLRC14, DPN16, DT16, KBD+14, LG14, LTD+15, LLD+17, RL15b, She17, WLW+17, Yan15, YY16]. levels [LPU15, LCH14].

models [AG15b, ATKD+17, Bor16a, CK14, CS15a, GJ16, Mal15, QSH14, RA14, TKB+17, dC16]. moderates [MS16]. moderating [AGBN16].

modern [AFL+14, Bor14d, BM15b]. money [NE17]. months [PHC17]. MOOC [ELB17]. mood [HCD17, HY17, Lop14]. moral [BM14d]. Most [KB17, BWL15, BB15]. motivates [NBH16]. motivating [EH15, St.17].

Motivation [AGBN16, CBH16, LCD+14]. Motivations [KBC17, OS15, CS16b, CKL16, MTK16, NE17]. Mouton [vR17a].


Name [DMMF17, Don16, FVGL14, FN17a, KD16, LDK+14, LLHF15, SGLF17]. name-dropping [FN17a]. named [MMFD15]. names [Lin14a]. nanoscientist [CKL16]. nanotechnology [JGCR15]. Nardi [Hak14, Lan15].


nature [Kim15, ILTBH15, Bor15b, BH17a, MMALCOM15]. navigability [WK16]. navigation [ALMP16, KWC14, ZZLS16]. need [Bor14a, Cj15, Hj17b]. needs [Col17b, DM14, HRB14, LCK16, MNNK15].


ewspaper [JKS+16]. newsworthy [ALCD14]. next [DZC+14]. Nigel
[MBW+14, TM15]. Oxford [Hai16]. Oxymoron [War15].


program [Mar16, ZY15]. programmatic [HL16]. programs [SP17].

project [CBAL15, SHW+15]. projects [SSC17]. promises [HCKH15].


Publications [Bor14d, BM15b, BTMS16, CC16, Cri15, DFB14, HDZ+15, MT18, Mill4, SC17, ZCW17, ZYL18]. publish [Hal14, Jam17, NE17]. Publisher [Sav18]. Publishers [Aji17, ZGCB15]. publishes [XHC+15].

Publishing [Col17a, Col17b, FMG16, Jam17, KIH16, RA14, RD16, RJS+17b]. PubMed [LDK+14, SKZ+14]. purchase [CJ16b].


Quantity [Pra14d]. quantum [BRS+15]. querier [KZB17]. Queries [TCP15, THL17, BSZ+14, HT17, RCM+17b, SYG17, VC15].

Query [BST15, SZZ14, THWS14, AS14, ATKD+17, CDGN15, JKS+16, KBD+14, KZB17, Lew15, LZSW17, LLH17, PDM14, Sni17b, Smi17a, SBZ+14, TPR17, XLL16]. Query-biased [BST15]. Query-performance [SZZ14].

[BI17, Bud17, HCKH15, May16, RN16, She16, She17, SBA+15, SHW+15, WC14, Yan15, Zit15, AD15, Ano14, BC16, Bor15c, BTMS16, BVd16, CH16, CKL16, Col17b, C16b, CKLP17, DPHP17, DM14, DTW16, FMP16, FSPC16, GRBCS15, GRS16, GVB17, HGCKDR16, HWW15, JdR17, Kim15, KT14b, KT17b, Lia17, LYWF14, Lue15, MBBL14, Mat15, MHW17, MOM+15, MH15, MTHL15, MBD15, NGTKR15, NILCP15, OK16, OMM+14, OY15, SMAB09, SBIT15, SYL15, SS14b, SR16, ST16b, TSY15, TW16a, TM16, TH16, VOBB15, VCG17, WHvdZvdB17, WTvR16, ZYZ+16, ZS14c, Zim17, ZZE17, dRR15, MT14, SBIT14].

researcher [Pil14, PBG+17].

researchers [BM14a, BB15, ELB17, Fia14, KISS15].

ResearchGate [HLM16, JDHL17, TK15, TK17b].

researching [CBAL15].

resource [ALYS16, RC16, YCK16].

resources [BH15, CH16, CCJ16, DMR+17, PHZF16, TPZ15].

responses [PKB+16].

Responsibilities [FHW17].

result [OA15].

Results [TLA+16, BdMA14, FT17, KTS+16, PMSA14, UH17, YZ16, ZSX15, ZGBIL17].

retail [RTS+17].

Rethinking [Chr17].

Retraction [SRM+17].

retrieval [AH17, ADL15, ATKD+17, Be16, BWF14, BBM16, CK16b, CCT14, Eng17b, Eng17a, Göd16, GS+16, HT17, Hjo15b, Hjo15c, HB15, HL+17, HK17, JKS+16, KKO15, LCK16, Lew15, LBA16, LCSL15, LB15, LKL17, MWFP17, NSK17, TCH15, WLZB14, WL+17, ZLCB15, ZGPB17, ZYS17, dHSM17].

retrieving [WH15].

retweets [AKAS14].

reuse [CK16b, FKY16, KY17].

reuser [Yoo17].

reveal [Hoo17].

Reverse [TR17].

Review [Aji17, Bat15, Be17, Bor14a, Bro14, Bud17, Car14b, Col17a, Dow15, FM14, Fri17, Hjo17a, Lin14b, Med15, OM15, Rhei17, Rog15, Rou17, Sar16, Sav18, SK14a, Sec17, She17, Sli18, SWLH17, Tei16, Ten16, Wei14a, Whi17, Zim17, BCK17, Bor15a, CK16a, CB15, CKR14, EMK+15, GRSF15b, GRSF15c, H17, KH17, LPL14, LKKP16, MMB17, MOM+15, NB15, NBH16, NB17, OMM+14, Skö18, VGC17, ZSX15, ZCvH15, Fri17].

reviewer [CB15].

reviewers [GRSFV15a].

Reviews [Abb17, BI17, Baw14, Buc15, Ch14, Col17b, Cox14, Cox15, Cus15, Gui17, Hai16, Hak14, How17, Jon17, Lev15, Mar15, O'C16, Ols16, SR14, Sve15, War15, Wei14b, Zit15, vR17a, Bel16, HK14, Hol15, KT16b, KTA17, Lan15, SZZ16, Vec14, ZvSB14].

revisited [BR15a, Bor15b, MMALCOM15, WvdHS16, Rhei17].

Revitalizing [CPP+16].

revolution [B14b].

Rhetoric [Joh17].

rhetorical [RL15b].

Richard [Hol15].

Rick [Gui17].

Rights [FM14, Mat15].

Rigid [Oh17].

risk [ML+14, SV17, TD15].

Robert [Bat15, Fri17, Sve15].

robin [EoG16].

robot [LYWF14].

Robustness [BELR16].

Rocchio [THC15].

Rocchio-based [THC15].

Rockin [EoG16].

Rogers [Hol15].

Role [CK17, Wei14a, AGBN16, BBM16, Du14a, GJ16, LM15a, MA18, MR17, NL16, SHMC17, Smi17b, ZH17, dRR15].

roles [CCL14, HS17, JGCR15, LSM+14, LB15].

Romance [The17].

Ronald [Ols16].

roost [EOG16].

roots [MBBL14].

Rosenbloom [SK14a].

routine [RL15a].

routing [SZ14].

Rowman [Aji17, Be17].

RPYS [MBBL14].

rule [EOG16].

Russia [PS14b].

Russian [LPU15].
sector [GVB17]. secure [Min16]. Securing [SV17]. security
[HH14, SV17, Ano17n, CZ16]. Seeing [OPH16, HB16]. seeking
[Alb15, CN14, Col17b, Du14b, Fre15, Gau16, LKKP16, LJ17, MR17, MAP15,
PB15, RJ17a, Sav17, Sha14, Sin16, St.17, TG15, TT17, WFRN14].
segments [XG17]. selecting [ZH17]. Selection
[LWA+17, AFL+14, GRSFV15a, BH17, WvdHS16, Zha14b]. Self
[FVGL14, Don16, KCZ+14, Zha16, dC16]. self-citation [Don16].
self-determination [Zha16]. self-determining [XG17]. self-referential
self-citation [Don16]. self-determination [Zha16]. self-disclosing
[KCZ+14]. self-referential self-citation [Don16].
self-training [FVGL14]. SEM [LL17]. semantic
[KK16, KS14b, LBA16, MGCTW15, MSK+14, MRAF16, Smi17b, VT16].
semantics [JSW14, LML16]. SemGraph [MRAF16]. semicontrolled
[SP17]. Sense [GB17, EH15, TT17]. sensemaking [GBS15, TT17, ZS14a, PB16].
sensitivity [DD16, DBBJ16, GMRS17]. Sentence [FDR16].
Sentiment [Pal16]. sequence [KDS+17]. serendipitous [WFRN14]. serendipity
[HL17, MPT15, MBW+14]. service [CKPL17, HJ15, KCZ+14, LL17, LYWF14]. services
[Aji17, CS16b, LP16, LWA+17, Cho16]. session [LB15, STS14]. set
[LAB16, ZYL18]. sets [Col15]. setting [Gre16]. settings [SV17, SK14b].
Seven [KPC+15, BVH15]. seven-model [BVH15]. severity [CYY17].
Shangri [dHSM17]. Shangri-La [dHSM17]. Shaping [OD16]. share
[AGBN16]. Shared [BWF14, RCM+17a, She16, IQDS16]. Sharing
[TR16, Cab16, CKL16, DAT+14, Du14b, EJ14, HSU16, HT14, HLC15, JS15,
JGCR15, JWWV18, KS16, OS15, Pil14, SBA+15, WKJW16]. shift [PR16].
shine [SHGI16]. Shiri [Wei14a]. shopping [CL15]. short [KMD16].
signed [NB15]. similar [Bar14, GARA+16]. similarities
[KMKL15, MGKA16, ZL16]. similarity
[Col15, GARA+16, MYK15, WW15, ZRG16]. similarity-based [Col15].
Simon [McCI15]. simple [Bor15c, Hal17, KS17]. simplification [FDR16].
since [Hof17, LGST15]. single [BM14a]. Sister [Jan15]. site
[EAB17, JDDH17, KT14a, MK17, Sav15a, TK17a, TK17b]. sites
[CK16a, CJ16a, HCC15, LCM17, MK15, Min16]. situ [HHW+17].
situations [HRB14]. six [GRS16]. size [JR17, LGST15, Pra15a, TK17b].
sized [LN17]. Sleeping [LS16]. SlideShare [TK17c]. Slovenia [KMFD15].
small [KDS+17, KTS+15, LN17]. smaller [GRS16]. Smartphone [CS15b].
Smartphone-based [CS15b]. smartphones [KLC14]. Smith [Fri17].
smoking [ZY15]. smoothing [LBA16]. Social
[CZ16, Cox14, FKY16, GRSFV15d, Lan15, Lin14b, Sin16, ZZLS16, AMOM16,
ALYS16, BCS14, BTMS16, BDH17, BKM15, CPP+16, CCC14, CBH16,
CLL15, CJ16a, CY14, DM14, EAB17, HCC15, JdR17, JS15, JH15, JDDL17,
KT14a, LCM17, LLD+17, Lla17, LML16, LYCX14, LCSL15, LCL16, LJT17,
LCWL18, Mar16, Mil14, MK15, Min16, MT14, MGIGW16, OS15, OVE14,

[BCAL15]. Tencent [LTD+15]. term 
[CL17, CLA+16, DLA14, KMD16, Ko15]. term-weighting [Ko15]. 
Terminology [GTZZ14, TPR17]. terms [LdMAdN16, RN16]. territories 
[ADC15], test [FN17a, Gre16, PDSB16, PB16], Testing 
[AvS16, MBD15, Riv15, SLM15, CBH16, MLV+14, PDSB16]. Texas [Hjo17a]. 
Text [KCG+14, Sav15b, Sav18, AFL+14, KFB14, KFB16, 
KLH17, Ko15, LCB+18, MDD+16, MH16, MRKT15, SRG+16, XCL17, 
Zs14b, Zs16, ZY18, LMDO16]. text-segments [XCL17]. 
text-sharing [Cab16]. textbooks [CLA+16]. Texts [LdMAdN16, RN16]. textual 
[GTZZ14, TPR17]. thesauri [ADC15]. text-bases [ADC15].

34
triple-helix [LPU15]. Trolling [SYF17]. Tropical
[CKR14]. true [Hjo15a, Min16]. Trump [Tei17]. trust
[H17, LXW18, Yoo17]. Trustworthiness [TLA+16, DC15, HB14]. Truth
[RL15b], tumor [wYKY17], Turing [Hai16]. Tweet [YHS16, CCT14].
Tweet-biased [YHS16]. Tweeted [TGV+16]. Tweeting [HPS+14]. tweets
[AKAS14, HPS+14, LZD16, LS17, SS17, HBH+16, LYOW15]. twist
[FSK+16]. twitter [LCB+18, AKAS14, BYSB16, EH15, GB16, HBH+16,
KYFZ15, LYOW15, MRMCBVUL14, SS15, OMTC15, Pa16, SS14c,
Vu16, VAGR15, YCK16, ZSMF15]. Twitter-specific [AKAS14].
Twittersphere [EOG16]. two
[CMB17, JLC16, KW14, LS17, SM117b, HM14, SVG14]. two-stage
[LS17, SVG14]. two-step [JLC16]. TX [Hjo17a]. Type
[KB17, AG15b, AKAS14, DTW16, Io14, LB15, St.17]. Types
[Oh17, BR16, CCLL14, GARA+16, HBS15, SJ17].

[CBK14, CJ16a, LXW18, MRKT15, Zit15]. Use [NB15, Zit15, AJWB16,
BBM16, BM15a, Bor15c, BH16, CHH14, CO16, Che15, CG15, Crl15,
Du14b, EAB17, GTZZ14, KT14a, Kra17, MBVB17, MAAL+16, MAP15,
NT17a, Ph17, RC16, Sin16, SS14b, St.17, SWL17, WV15, Zha16, ZYS17].
used [HBS15, Io14]. useful [MT16, VS14]. usefulness
[JW14, LB15, VAGR15]. User
[ALC+14, AMOM16, CS16b, DC15, HJH15, LP16, LCK16, LLD+17, LCL16,
XJBK17, AKAS14, AVS15, AVS16, BBM16, CBM17, EBD15, FSK+16, HT17,
HLB+17, KTS+15, KTF14, LCLBY17, LZSW17, LTHB15, MTHL15,
MTK16, NGTK15, PHC17, RC+17b, SS14c, TBP+15, TPR17, TG17,
Vec14, WMS+15, Zha14c, ZLCB15, ZY15, ZGBL17]. user-based [EBD15].
user-experience [AvS16, HLB+17]. User-level [LLD+17]. Users
[WCC+17, Be16, HCC15, HJH15, KBC17, KMD16, LWA+17, PHZ16,
ST14, Tab14, TK17c]. Uses [BH17, GRH+17, TK17c, WCC+17]. Using
[ALYS16, BCK17, DMMF17, GN17, HR14, Hoo17, K16, NL16, YY16,
zy15, aji17, ag15b, agbn16, bda17, bm15a, btms16, bsz+14, cpp+16, che16, cy14, dbbj16, ehdbvo17, gnvq DMA16, gisw15, hal14, har14, hb16, kbd+14, klh17, kds+17, ko15, lcnp17, lew15, ldn17, ln17, ltb+15, lr14, mdc+16, mza17, mbd15, oai14, pmd14, rgjcts16, sc17, sp17, skz+14, tnd15, tdof+16, zlcb15, zl16]. utaut

[bb15, kb17, or15]. whittaker [jon17]. who [mthl15, xhc+15]. wider

Xie [Abb17]. \textit{XML} [DPPV14, MNNK15, SJN14].

Year [MBBL14, KH17, OK16]. \textit{Years} [NGTKR15]. \textit{Yield} [RD16]. \textit{Young} [KT14a, MVL+14]. \textit{YouTube} [OS15, SJK15]. \textit{Yves} [BI17, Zit15].

zen [DYB14]. \textit{Zigzagged} [TC17]. \textit{Zynergy} [Pra14c]. \textit{Zynergy-index} [Pra14c].
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